The inspector opened the door and summoned him : " Monsieur,"
In the little office the other policeman was now standing up.
" Are you at liberty this evening ? " he asked.
His tone of voice was measured; his intentions impenetrable. Quinette summoned up all his common sense to still the surge of panic that washed over his body.
" This evening ? . . . It's not very convenient, . , . To begin with, I haven't had dinner yet. . . .**
" Oh, you could have dinner with us."
What did that mean ? Have a couple of dishes brought in to him from a neighbouring restaurant, as they do with people detained at a police-station, while elsewhere, in a magistrate's office, they are taking out a warrant for their arrest ? Unlikely. Contrary to all probability. Unless Leheudry had been pinched that very afternoon and had made a statement ? In that case the clairvoyance of the police, the ability and the rapidity of their investigations, far exceeded the bookbinder's previous idea of them and, indeed, exceeded any explanation that his mind could imagine. Quinette felt germinating in fotm that semi-supernatural idea about the police which haunts the dreams of bad characters and invests the police in their eyes with all the fascination of divinity. But he was not so simple-minded as that. He fought down this confused imagining.
He pretended to take the invitation to dinner as a well-meant joke. He replied, with a laugh :
ce Thanks, gentlemen . „ . thanks very much. . . ."
*€ Fm speaking quite seriously. We can go and have something to eat together, all three of us, within the next few
minutes, if you are hungry, and then	 No, better not.
It would be better to start as soon as we can and eat wfaea we have time. We have just been telephoning. There's a chance, at about this time, that we may find the man whose photo you picked out in a certain place. You could look at him at your ease. You could tell us : * That's he/ or

